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Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Doitforhashem - 18 Oct 2019 19:37
_____________________________________

So I fell today which was Eruv Shabbos. I don’t know how anyone feels,  it it feels terrible.
Being that I want this victory (90 days) so badly, I came on to guard your eyes, and I’ve seen
that people suggested to post daily. I’m gonna start, Bli neder, to post daily............HERE WE
GO!

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Markz - 20 Oct 2019 02:03
_____________________________________

Doitforhashem wrote on 18 Oct 2019 19:37:

So I fell today which was Eruv Shabbos. I don’t know how anyone feels,  it it feels terrible.
Being that I want this victory (90 days) so badly, I came on to guard your eyes, and I’ve seen
that people suggested to post daily. I’m gonna start, Bli neder, to post daily............HERE WE
GO!

Welcome!

The next day has arrived...

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Doitforhashem - 23 Oct 2019 04:29
_____________________________________

So i couldnt post the last few days obviously because it was yom tov. most of the past few days
were good except for a meal that i ate by someone who had a very pretty daughter. but i
pushed away my thoughts and thank god it was pretty good overall. i am 5 days clean now and
have hashem behind me!!!!!! 

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
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Posted by Doitforhashem - 23 Oct 2019 04:30
_____________________________________

thanks for answering this so i know someone is reading this

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Dust2Dust - 23 Oct 2019 05:59
_____________________________________

Sounds good, that you pushed away. I wish I would be better at distancing myself from the
computer.

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Doitforhashem - 24 Oct 2019 02:29
_____________________________________

you have to really want it. I literally have screamed out and cried tears to hashed to help me and
teffilah really works. let me know

today was very good overall. i did go into a food store and there were a lot of girls there that
were dressed more modern and it was a little tough but i kept and telling my self that "your not
an addict" and it was good. looking great so far and we are making progress

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Doitforhashem - 25 Oct 2019 04:51
_____________________________________

i almost slipped today and than i thought about what I'm gonna end up writing today, and i didn't
want to write that i failed.... i won today. tomorrow is another battle .THANK YOU HASHEM
FOR THE WIN!!!!!!!!

========================================================================
====
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Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Doitforhashem - 27 Oct 2019 05:09
_____________________________________

the past two days were great, i think by using this forum daily it  keeps the fight within me fresh
and new as apposed to how it used to be were i would be inspired and than a coupe of days
later i would fall because i would lose the inspiration. If someone could respond that would be
great just so i know that someone is reading this. 

?thanks gye!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Hashem Help Me - 27 Oct 2019 11:27
_____________________________________

Your post is read by many on the site. Don't be fazed when people don't respond. I have gotten
regards about my posts from many that are not (yet) comfortable posting, but frequently check
in to see what is new on the forum. Keep posting buddy and keep the good news coming!

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Doitforhashem - 28 Oct 2019 04:19
_____________________________________

So today it got a bit rough during the afternoon because i had some college work that need to
be done and was home alone. all of my devices are filtered but there are a bunch of devices in
my house that are not, ones that are out of my control to filter. so i just keep them out of sight.
mid-way through my work i got a slight urge to go use one of those devices, but i just sat and a
couple of deep breaths and just said to my self "its hard now but will get easier , dont give in just
like that, show hashem that you are fighting and that you want to win." b"h i passed completely
and posting this right before i goto sleep. till tomorrow. one day at a time!!!!!!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Dave M - 29 Oct 2019 14:46
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_____________________________________

Doitforhashem wrote on 28 Oct 2019 04:19:

So today it got a bit rough during the afternoon because i had some college work that need to
be done and was home alone. all of my devices are filtered but there are a bunch of devices in
my house that are not, ones that are out of my control to filter. so i just keep them out of sight.
mid-way through my work i got a slight urge to go use one of those devices, but i just sat and a
couple of deep breaths and just said to my self "its hard now but will get easier , dont give in just
like that, show hashem that you are fighting and that you want to win." b"h i passed completely
and posting this right before i goto sleep. till tomorrow. one day at a time!!!!!!!!!!

Great job!  Perhaps in the future, if you find yourself alone in the house can you take your laptop
to a public WiFi (library or similar) and do your work there?  Being alone with an unfiltered
device is dangerous in the long run.

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Need a yeshua - 30 Oct 2019 03:22
_____________________________________

Your an inspiration! 

You got this!

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by benaliyah613 - 30 Oct 2019 03:58
_____________________________________

wow! i'm really inspired by you keep it up! you really gave me chizuk!

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by Doitforhashem - 17 Nov 2019 08:02
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_____________________________________

hey so it clearly been about two weeks since i last wrote. basically i caught up in work and just
being busy and missed a few days of writing on the forum. I made a large mistake by stopping
because i thought that i had a lot of chizuk and i was set. unfortunately i had a fall, but i didn't let
that stop me and i got right back. In a way, I'm okay with falling, along as i don't fall the same
way twice in a row.(this time i believed the reason is because i stopped posting). The time
though, with the true help of god, i will try my best to not miss a day of writing. This is a battle
that requires the strongest of our generation(the times of moshiach) to stand up and fight...... 
WE ALL KNOW WHAT WE WANT, SO LETS GO GET IT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

========================================================================
====

Re: Daily post about my struggles
Posted by ColinColin - 17 Nov 2019 14:03
_____________________________________

Take things day by day.

Just because you might have ben clean for a long while, it does not mean that you can be
complacent.

========================================================================
====
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